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Message from the President
By Peter Rousseau
It’s time to clean your show leads, iron your
suits and polish your shoes. AKC is looking to
see you in a show ring near you.
In case you haven’t heard, AKC has voted to
move the Lundehund to full-recognition as of
January 1, 2011. At that point, we all need to
make a concerted effort to get out and showcase
our breed.
To find a listing of most of the AKC shows and
to enter on-line, please visit:
East
coast
&
upper
mid-west
–
http://www.infodog.com
Midwest & southwest – http://wwwonofrio.com
West coast – http://wwwjbradshaw.com
If you’ve never set foot in a show ring and are
feeling nervous about it, might I suggest you try
out one of the many other venues available to
dog lovers. The mechanics of dog shows in the
AKC, UKC, IABCA, ARBA, etc. are essentially
the same.
Where many see a difference
between AKC shows and others are some of the
other venues tend to be less intimidating to
beginners.
If you have any questions about shows, entries,
procedures, etc., please contact any member on
our Board of Directors. We all are ready &
willing to answer any questions you may have.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
July 24-25 – Non-sporting Institute (judges
education), Houston, Texas
August 27-29 – AKC Parent Club Conference,
Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina
October 8 – NLAA Specialty, Wauseon, Ohio
December 11-12 – AKC/Eukanuba Nationals,
Long Beach, California

Newsletter Editor Needed
After six years as editor of “The Lundehund
Link”, Mary Waldmann is retiring from the job
with this issue. A new editor is needed. The
job is not difficult and requires only a few hours
every quarter. It’s been done so far in Microsoft
Word and Mary will provide you with the
template; no knowledge of Publisher or
anything fancy is required. She will also pass
on her collection of dog cartoons. If you’re
willing to take on this position, please contact
NLAA
President
Pete
Rousseau
at
bluemesa159@yahoo.com.

Take your dog out into the world: Let him
meet all types of people and dogs. Negotiating
social interactions is an intellectually
stimulating task for dogs (and humans!).
Invent a new game: Kids are great at this, and
dogs seem to relish, sincere, silly interactions
with their people.

Dogs Make Good Workout Pals

“They say that dog is man’s
best friend. I don’t believe
that. How many of your friends
have you neutered?”
Larry Reeb

Canine Brain Teasers
You often read that dogs need intellectual
stimulation, but how exactly do you provide it?
Here are some possibilities:
Teach them a new behavior: Have each
member of the family pick a trick and see who
can complete the training by the end of the
month.
Throw out the food bowl: Instead, require
them to hunt for their food. Stuff their daily
ration in a durable hollow toy like a Kong,
Twist-N-Treat or Buster Cube. Or else hide
their food around the house, such as in an empty
cardboard box like a cereal box.
Think of one or two daily tasks your dog can
help with. Service dogs who assist people with
disabilities regularly fetch keys, phones and
remotes, open doors and other tasks. Teach
your dog to fetch the paper or the proverbial
slippers or be more creative.

A Northwestern University study indicates that
dogs and people can help each other lose
weight. Three groups were compared: peopleonly, dogs-only, and dogs-with-their-people.
Participants in each group were given diet and
exercise plans based on body mass index.
Results indicate that human-dog teams are more
likely to stick with a weight-loss program. 80%
of the dogs-and-people group completed the
study. Completion rated for the other groups
were much lower. Participants said that it’s
simply more fun to exercise with their
dogs…seem sort of obvious to me.

Logo Wear…
Want to wear “the right stuff”---NLAA logo
wear, that is? For t-shirts, mugs and more, go to
www.cafepress.com/nlaainc. A percentage of
sales goes to NLAA, Inc.

breathy human whisper. When dogs hear other
dogs “laugh”, the sound reduces stress and
aggressive behaviors and increases play and
social behaviors. She found that recorded dog
laughter is especially helpful in reducing stress
for dogs at shelters.

“Children and dogs are as
“Heaven goes by favor; if it
went by merit, you would stay
out and your dog would go in.”

necessary to the welfare of the
country as Wall Street and
railroads.”
Harry S. Truman

Mark Twain

Beware of the Dog
On the door of the little country store a stranger
noticed the sign reading “Danger! Beware of
the dog!” Inside, he saw a harmless old dog
sleeping next to the cash register. He asked the
store owner, “Is THAT the dog that folks are
supposed to beware of?” “Yep, that’s him,” he
replied. The stranger couldn’t help but look
amused. “That certainly doesn’t look like a
dangerous dog to me. Why in the world do you
need the sign?” The owner replied, “Because,
before I posted the sign, folks kept tripping over
him.”

Doggie Haiku
Dig under the fence—why?
Because it is there. Because it’s
There. Because it’s there.
I am yours before,
Now, and always and especially
When you are eating.

The Little Dog Laughs
Animal researcher Patricia Simonet and her
colleagues have proven that dogs actually have
a laugh vocalization, which sounds similar to a

Look into my eyes and
Deny it. No human could
Love you as much as I do.

